
Troubleshooting the N7 (CP1000) 
processor 

 

Sound is unclear or muffled 
 Change the microphone cover if you have not done so within the last week or two. 

This video shows how to change the microphone cover. Remember to be careful not 

to twist the microphone cable as you remove it. 

 If you have volume control, try turning the volume up. 

Sound is intermittent/no sound with a solid orange light when on head 
 Try changing the battery. 

 Check that the coil cable is fully inserted into its socket.  

 If you have an implant that uses magnets with an (I) labelled underneath, ensure 

that the magnet is correctly lined up with, and holding well to, the magnet under the 

skin.  

 For all magnets make sure that you have the magnet on your head the right way 

around, with the number on the inside so that it is not seen. 

 If the problem persists, change the coil cable. Pull the old cable straight out without 

twisting, and push your new coil cable in firmly. Unscrew the magnet from your old 

coil and twist firmly into the new coil. Contact your clinic to ask for a replacement 

spare cable so that you always have one as a spare. 

Processor does not turn on 
 Change the battery. 

 Check the battery contact is clean and free from dust and dirt. 

 If the battery is connected, short-press the button on the processor as it may have 

automatically turned off after two minutes of not being on your head. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K16My_yluRo


Coil site feels tight or sore 
 Contact your clinic. A gentler magnet may be needed. A tight magnet can cause long 

term skin problems, headaches and discomfort. 

Batteries are not lasting as long as usual 
 Clean all battery contacts. 

 If your batteries are old, they will start to lose their charge over time, so contact your 

clinic for replacements. 

 If you have an implant that uses magnets with an (I) labelled underneath, ensure 

that the magnet is correctly lined up with, and holding well to, the magnet under the 

skin.  

 For all magnets make sure that you have the magnet on your head the right way 

around, with the number on the inside so that it is not seen. 

Battery will not go onto or come off the processor 
 The childproof battery lock may be activated. The small metal lever should be moved 

to the right to be unlocked. 

 

 

Helpful resources 
 The N7 user guide (pdf) 

 More support can be found on the Cochlear troubleshooting web page 

https://www.cochlear.com/80337a63-1d54-4895-bc72-8e26a11d6277/D815388-1_EN_CP1000_UG_CAM-WEB.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CONVERT_TO=url&CACHEID=ROOTWORKSPACE-80337a63-1d54-4895-bc72-8e26a11d6277-lSscY4K
https://www.cochlear.com/uk/en/home/ongoing-care-and-support/device-support/nucleus-family/nucleus-7

